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All modes of deep convective storms perturb their local environment on temporal and 
spatial scales that are larger than the storm itself.  Such upscale feedbacks associated with 
the mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are well known; much less is known about the 
feedbacks associated with supercell thunderstorms that, like MCSs, represent a highly 
organized convective mode.  Data from the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment 
(MPEX), in addition to CM1 model simulations, provide the means to quantify these 
upscale feedbacks and determine their relative influence on the subsequent predictability 
of the atmosphere.  The 700-500 mb lapse rate (MLR), mean-layer CAPE up to 475 mb 
(MLCAPE475), and 1-6 km wind shear (S16) are calculated from the raw MPEX sounding 
files and CM1 output for three supercell cases and one squall line case.  The most 
significant upscaling occurs in the lowest levels of the atmosphere, and is introduced by 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  Introduction 
 Severe thunderstorms have the capability to produce hazardous weather in the 
form of wind, hail, lightning, and tornadoes.  A fundamental goal of the research and 
operational communities is to improve the accuracy and timeliness of predictions of such 
weather.   
Severe-thunderstorm predictions rely heavily on ingredients-based approaches 
(Doswell et al. 1996).  Most commonly, observational data and numerical model output 
are used to assess the local existence of atmospheric moisture, static instability, lift, and 
vertical wind shear.  When these atmospheric ingredients are sufficiently abundant, 
supercells are predicted.  For example, convective available potential energy (CAPE) in a 
potential tornado outbreak environment is considered moderate to high if it exceeds 2000 
J/kg (Brooks et al. 1994).  Vertical wind shear from 0-6 km is typically greater than 20 
m/s for right moving, intense supercells (Bunkers et al. 2000).  Mid-level lapse rates 
(between 700 and 500 mb) are typically greater than 7 K/km for tornado outbreak 
environments (Craven 2000). 
Ingredients-based approaches are examples of downscaling:  In this specific case of 
severe thunderstorms, the likelihood of a meso-  -scale (Orlanski 1975) phenomenon is 
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assessed based on some existence of relatively larger (e.g., meso-  - and synoptic) scale 
conditions.  These approaches are also inherently one-way, in that the smaller scale is 
assessed in terms of the larger scale, but with no consideration given to how the larger 
scale is affected by the smaller scale.  
Larger systems of convective storms, namely, mesoscale convective systems 
(MCSs), have effects on the larger-scale environment that have been documented. MCSs 
are composed of deep convective clouds/storms that produce an area of generally 
organized precipitation with a horizontal extent of 100 km in at least one direction 
(Glickman 2000).  Obviously the vigorous dynamics  (on such a large scale) of these 
systems will act to perturb the environment directly affected by the convection itself.  
One manifestation of such an environmental perturbation is a vortex – i.e., a mesoscale 
convective vortex (MCV) – with a horizontal scale comparable to or exceeding that of the 
generating MCS itself (Bartels and Maddox 1991).  These MCVs are known to persist 
several hours after convection has ceased, and can play a role in the future development 
of new convection (Raymond and Jiang 1990).  Skamarock et al. (1994) explains the 
generation of an MCV from the initial book-end vortex formed on the northern end of a 
squall line (MCS) due to the Coriolis effect.  This vorticity is stretched upwards by the 
intense updraft within the storm, and forms a vigorous area of rotation (MCV). 
An MCV is an example of an “upscale feedback,” defined here as a perturbation 
to the local environment on temporal and spatial scales that are larger than the storm 
itself.  An open question is the extent to which more localized deep convective storms, 
including supercell thunderstorms, produce measurable and long-lasting upscale 
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feedbacks.  Similar to MCSs, supercells are considered highly organized convection.  
Supercells are distinct from “ordinary” convective cells in that they have a rotating 
mesocyclone, stronger updrafts, and propagate in a deviant motion from the mean 
environmental flow (Trapp et al. 2004).  They also have distinct internal dynamic 
processes which foster 3D winds that locally exceed environmental values, and 
temperature and pressure fields with respective amplitudes of several K and hPa.  Thus, 
the potential upscale feedbacks of these smaller, but intense storms should be quantifiable 
using existing observational tools.  
This study makes use of data collected during the Mesoscale Predictability 
Experiment (MPEX) to attempt to quantify and otherwise characterize the upscale 
feedbacks in the direct vicinity and immediate wake of supercell thunderstorms and 
squall lines.  As will be described, complementary idealized modeling experiments will 
be used to assess the spatial and temporal scales of these feedbacks.  
 
1.2 Background and Theory 
 Deep convective storms produce tremendous coupled, and storm-internal 
thermodynamic and dynamic changes (Bretherton 1993).  Vertical motions within the 
convection, namely updrafts and downdrafts, redistribute heat and moisture:  Updrafts act 
to transport warmer, moister environmental air from the ground upward, and downdrafts 
transport cooler, dryer environmental air downward.  In addition to their roles in vertical 
advection, the updrafts and downdrafts also promote adiabatic cooling and warming, 
respectively, which essentially act to mitigate these buoyantly forced vertical motions.  
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Finally, when moist air rises within the updraft, it also condenses into cloud water and 
latent heat is released; latent heat is also released in the upper-most levels of the cloud as 
cloud droplets transition to cloud ice.  When rainy air falling in downdrafts evaporates, an 
uptake in latent heat results and thus the air is diabatically cooled.  All of these processes 
are modified by entrainment of environmental air into the convective cloud, and the 
environment itself is modified when cloudy air is detrained into the environment 
(Bretherton 1993).  Horizontal advection both of cloudy and environmental air will also 
modify the convective processes.  
Doswell and Bosart (2001) distinguish the prediction of ordinary convective cells 
from supercells in that supercell environments often occur when convective instability 
has built up over some time period (hours to days).  The explosive nature of these storms 
acts to release this instability, thus attempting to stabilize the atmosphere.  The vigorous 
dynamics of supercells allow for much greater mass, temperature, and moisture transport 
than ordinary convective cells through their more intense updrafts, downdrafts and 
outflow.  Basically, supercells are able to have a much greater effect on the environment 
via the cooling of the lower troposphere, warming of the upper troposphere, and 
moistening throughout the column (Schlesinger 1990, 1994). 
To evaluate the relative importance of the diabatic and adiabatic processes 
associated with tropical cloud clusters, Yanai et al. (1973) expressed the convective 
processes in terms of an apparent heat source (Q1) and an apparent moisture sink (Q2): 
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where  –bar is the average vertical velocity, QR is the heating rate due to radiation, s is 
the dry static energy, c is the rate of condensation per unit mass of air, and e is the re-
evaporation of cloud droplets. On the right hand side of the Q1 equation are terms for 
radiative heating (QR), for diabatic heating associated with condensation and evaporation, 
and adiabatic heating.  Yanai et al. (1973) computed these terms using data from an array 
of radiosonde observations collected over a three-month period.  They found that Q1 was 
a maximum at 475 mb over an area frequented by deep, tropical convection.  Q2, the 
moisture sink, was at a maximum at lower levels, near 775 mb with a secondary peak at 
525 mb.  The key contributor to the Q1 peak was adiabatic warming due to sinking 
motions outside of the convective clouds.  The sinking motion was in response to an 
inequality between the outward cloud mass flux and the environmental mass flux 
associated with surface convergence.  Detrainment of water vapor from the cloud acted to 
balance the warming and drying of the sinking motion.  The detrainment from weaker 
convection aided in the vertical moisture transport necessary for deep convection. 
Schlesinger (1990) used idealized modeling experiments to further evaluate these 
feedbacks.  He found that the vertical eddy transports of heat and moisture raise the 
height of the maximum apparent heat source and lower the height of the apparent 
moisture sink.  These changes lower the amount of vertical wind shear in the lower 
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atmosphere.  However, horizontal eddy transports and the horizontal pressure gradient 
force counteract this effect by strengthening the upper-level jet.  Schlesinger’s (1994) 
study also indicates that heat and moisture budgets are mainly affected by condensation 
in the mid-levels of the troposphere/storm, and the momentum (winds) is dominated by 
the horizontal pressure gradient force.  
 In addition to the convective effects on heat and moisture aloft are those 
associated with the evaporatively cooled air from deep convective downdrafts.  Upon 
reaching the ground, such outflow air spreads laterally away from the storm to form what 
is known as a cold pool.  Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1987) indicate convective 
outflows act as density currents, and are confined to a fairly low height above the ground. 
Within the shallow cold pool, strong temperature inversions will be present.  These 
inversions prevent new convection from forming within the cold pool.  The shallow 
nature of the cold pool, however, should have no effect on the temperature profile above 
the top of the inversion.                 
The hypothesis explored in this study is that the ingredients for severe 
thunderstorms, namely high CAPE, strong wind shear, and large lapse rates, are 
dramatically altered by the storms’ dynamic and thermodynamic processes.  Sparse data 
collection during MPEX was not conducive to line-integral calculations aiding in PV 
calculation. 
The environmental CAPE values should drastically decrease as potential energy is 
converted to kinetic energy upon storm initiation and development, as the storm passes 
over a certain area.  However, several questions regarding the modification of the 
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environmental CAPE field by the storm are still untested.  How much stored energy does 
the storm actually use (i.e. how much CAPE is expended)?  Is the CAPE affected some 
distance away from the convection? How quickly does the CAPE recover in the wake of 
a storm and allow future development of supercell thunderstorms? And finally, can 
models properly assess this CAPE deterioration by deep convection, to correctly predict 
the timing of future storm initiation over the same area?   
Limited information can be found in the literature that begins to address some of 
these questions.  For example, Parker  (2014) found that radiosonde measurements taken 
during the VORTEX2 field campaign retained a significant amount of CAPE, even 
within the outflow of supercell thunderstorms.  While Parker claims some outflow 
soundings retained CAPE values of greater than 1000 J/kg, he did not explicitly quantify 
the exact amount of remaining CAPE (surface-based CAPE).  Brooks et al. (1994) 
showed evidence of the modification of the CAPE field within a simulation of an 
idealized supercell, but did not explore it beyond noting that such modification would 
make it difficult to unambiguously characterize the storm environment.   
The 700-500 mb lapse rate is an important contributor to CAPE and predictor of 
severe storms.  A typical 700-500 mb lapse rate in a severe convective environment is 
7 C/km.  For reference, typical saturated adiabatic lapse rates are near 5 C/km and the 
dry adiabatic lapse rate is 9.8 C/km.  Within the updraft of a deep convective cell, lapse 
rates should be very near to the saturated adiabatic lapse rate.  Doswell et al. (1985) 
found that steep lapse rates coupled with ample low-level moisture were essential in the 
formation and development of deep cumulus convection. The modification of the 
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environmental lapse rate due to deep convective storms is a key inquiry for this portion of 
the study. 
 
1.3  RUC Model Data 
 Prior to MPEX, evidence for upscale feedbacks was sought using Rapid Update 
Cycle (RUC) model data.  The RUC initialization fields on a horizontal grid of 20-km 
spacing were used in lieu of observed upper-air data from the coarsely spaced operational 
radiosonde network.  Four different major tornado and severe weather outbreaks were 
chosen for analysis:  the 27 April 2011 outbreak in Alabama (specifically the Tuscaloosa-
Birmingham tornadic supercell), the 22 May 2011 tornadic supercell that affected Joplin, 
Missouri, and a quasi-linear convective system (QLCS) that produced severe winds and 
one tornado on 16 June 2010 in the southern Great Lakes region.  The pre-convective 
environments of these storms were diagnosed, as were the areas within and immediately 
surrounding the storms. 
1.3.1  RUC Procedure 
 Grib-formatted RUC data were gathered from the National Climatic Data Center 
(NCDC) archive, and then analyzed graphically using Integrated Data Viewer (IDV) 
software; Level II NEXRAD reflectivity and velocity data were also extracted from the 
NCDC archive and viewed using IDV.  The following pre-computed fields packaged 
with the RUC data were used: absolute vorticity at the 500 mb level, surface-based 
CAPE, and storm relative helicity (SREH) from 0-3 km.  Fields of potential vorticity 
(PV) at the 500 and 700 mb levels were calculated within GEMPAK.  Note that these 
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“levels” actually represent layers between 600 and 800 mb (700 mb) and 400 and 600 mb 
(500 mb).  The areas of select potential vorticity contours/values were integrated to 
determine the effective size of the PV signature.  A snapshot at each relative time was 
taken, and the integration involved summing the number of grid points enclosed by each 
PVU (potential vorticity unit) contour. 
1.3.2  RUC Diabatic Digital Filter 
The RUC model benefits from diabatic digital filter initialization, which acts to 
incorporate diabatic heating associated with cloud and precipitation processes into the 
model initialization fields.  Of most relevance is the specification of 3D latent heating in 
areas of observed radar reflectivity, with heating rates proportional to the reflectivity 
magnitudes.  The latent heating is then applied during the diabatic digital filter 
initialization, as outlined in Figure 1.1.  Thus, this assimilation of radar reflectivity 
effectively provides a representation of otherwise un-observed upscale effects on the 
temperature profile (and subsequent lapse rates) and the generation of PV. 
 
Figure 1.1 Diabatic Digital Filter from Peckham et al. (2008). 
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1.3.3  RUC Model Analyses 
 In the first attempt to assess upscale feedbacks, RUC model analyses were used to 
examine the 27 April 2011 (Tuscaloosa-Birmingham) tornadic supercell, the 22 May 
2011 (Joplin) tornadic supercell, and the 16 June 2010 QLCS (as a line echo wave 
pattern; LEWP) in the Midwest. 
As demonstrated in Figs. 1.2-1.4, upscale feedbacks produced by these modes of 
organized convection were evident in many of the atmospheric parameters evaluated.   
First consider surface-based CAPE (SBCAPE):  For the Joplin and Tuscaloosa supercell 
cases, SBCAPE was reduced within and in the wake of the storms (Figs. 1.2-1.3).  The 
physical interpretation is that the storms were able to use up this potential energy, and 
that it was not regenerated over the time scale of the available data.   This lack of 
SBCAPE regeneration may have been related to the occurrence of local sunset and 
therefore the lack of subsequent solar heating.  It is also possible that SBCAPE 
regeneration may have been mitigated by synoptic-scale processes.  The MPEX and CM1 
results below will provide insight into this RUC result. 
No consistent storm alteration of the SREH fields was observed for any of the 
cases examined. Although SREH increased on a larger scale following the Joplin 




                
 
Figure 1.2 Composite radar reflectivity factor at (a) 2100 UTC 22 May 2011 and (b)  
0000 UTC 23 May 2011.  RUC SBCAPE at (c) 2100 UTC and (d) 0000 UTC.  RUC 





                
                     
              
Figure 1.3 Composite reflectivity factor at (a) 2100 UTC 27 April 2011 and (b)  2300 
UTC 27 April 2011.  RUC SBCAPE at (c) 2100 UTC and (d) 2300 UTC.  RUC SREH at 





Apparent upscale feedbacks in potential vorticity were perhaps the most 
pronounced and consistent in the RUC analysis data.  Apparent storm-generated PV, 
produced by diabatic heating, increased in intensity and persisted for several hours after 
the storms had dissipated (e.g., Fig. 1.4). 
                  
Figure 1.4 a.) Reflectivity 16 June 2010 at 0000 UTC b.) PV (PVU units) at 0200 UTC 
c.) PV at 1100 UTC 
These signatures - which existed in the model at both the 700 and 500 mb levels - also 
seemed to be advected by the large-scale flow, because they travelled with the speed and 




near conservation.  This statement is supported by Fig. 1.5, which demonstrates the time 
scale, intensities, and area covered by the respective PV signatures for the Joplin 
supercell and the Midwest LEWP.  
It is possible that the diabatic heating imposed via radar reflectivity assimilation 
during the diabatic digital filter initialization misrepresented the scale, magnitude, and 
duration of the upscale feedbacks.  Thus, in the next section, data collected during MPEX 
are analyzed for upscale feedbacks, which are then compared to the semi-idealized CM1 
simulations to assist in the interpretation.
Figure 1.5 a.) PV signature strength and duration for the Joplin supercell (left) and b.) the 
southern Great Lakes LEWP (right). 
1.4  Outline of Remaining Chapters 
The objective of the research presented herein is to use data collected during the 
MPEX field campaign to attempt to quantify and otherwise characterize the upscale 
feedbacks in the direct vicinity and immediate wake of supercell thunderstorms. 
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Complementary idealized modeling experiments are used to assess the spatial and 
temporal scales of these feedbacks.  An analysis and simulation of a squall line is also 
conducted for comparison to a mesoscale convective system. 
Chapter 2 will outline the MPEX field campaign, including the teams involved, 
operations plans, project goals, instrumentation, data collection, and data quality control.  
Chapter 3 focuses on the data analysis methods of RUC analyses data for past significant 
supercell and squall line events, analysis of MPEX soundings, and CM1 idealized 
modeling output.  Chapter 4 outlines the results of this research, and Chapter 5 contains 
the conclusions based on the results of the data analysis, as well as future work that could 



















CHAPTER 2. MESOSCALE PREDICTABILITY EXPERIMENT 
 
 
2.1  MPEX Introduction 
 Planning for the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment (MPEX) began in early 
2011, initially with scientists from the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) and Purdue University.  Four weeks were selected for the MPEX field phase, 
which was conducted in the Great Plains region of the U.S.  During this time period (15 
May to 15 June 2013), which climatologically favors a variety of intense convective 
storms within the Great Plains, two primary missions were executed on each day of 
operations.  The first daily mission consisted of dropsonde observations within and to the 
west of the Great Plains region, typically over the Intermountain West.  For each mission, 
around 30 dropsondes were released from the NCAR GV aircraft during the early 
morning hours.  These dropsonde observations were collected to test the hypothesis that 
enhanced observations over the Intermountain West should improve subsequent forecasts 
of deep convection over the Great Plains.  The improvements could potentially be 
realized in the location and timing of convective initiation in the afternoon hours.  
Sampled features included relatively small (sub-synoptic-scale) potential vorticity 




 The second daily mission involved ground-based radiosonde observations in the 
Great Plains.  These “upsonde” observations were collected to test the hypothesis that 
enhanced observations of environmental feedbacks from deep cumulus convection will 
improve the subsequent forecasts in its wake. The research presented in this thesis 
focuses on these radiosonde observations.  Upsonde teams were fielded by Purdue 
University, Colorado State University (CSU), and the National Severe Storms Laboratory 
(NSSL).  Texas A&M University  (TAMU) also deployed a team during one week of the 
operations.  
 
2.2 Experiment Design 
The upsonde teams initially positioned themselves in the pre-convective 
environments where deep convection was expected to initiate in the afternoon/evening 
hours.  The teams sampled the pre-convective environment until convective initiation 
occurred.  At that time, the teams would re-deploy to the storm of interest, and sample the 
near storm environment (ideally within the storm outflow, storm inflow, near any storm-
scale boundaries, and in the direct storm wake).  These samples would optimally give an 
enhanced representation of the storm’s impact on its environment (upscale feedbacks). 
 Ideally, the Purdue and NSSL teams would sample the pre-convective 
environment in a north-south linear array separated by 60-80 km (Fig. 2.1).  The CSU 
team would position itself halfway between the Purdue and NSSL teams.  The goal was 
to adequately sample the majority of the troposphere near any mesoscale boundaries 
where convection could potentially initiate.   After the initial launches (coordinated at the 
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same time), the Purdue and NSSL teams would move 50-80 km downstream, and release 
a second balloon.  The Purdue and NSSL teams were ideally mobile, in that they could 
launch a balloon and track it while driving to the next launch location.  CSU did not have 
this capability, so they were required to wait until the balloon reached sufficient height in 
the atmosphere and then redeploy around 20 km downstream.  The pre-convective 
sounding launches would continue every half hour until convective initiation occurred.
 
Figure 2.1 Pre-convective strategy from MPEX Operations Plan.  Open circles are 
launched first, and filled circles are launched second. 
Once convection initiated, the team leader of the day would decide which cell to 
target.  The teams then surrounded the storm in a manner that would effectively sample 
the near storm environment, upstream environment, and the storm wake.  Figure 2.2 
shows a diagram of the storm motion and array of sounding teams; the basic premise was 
to form a north-south linear sounding array through which the storm of interest would 
pass.  The Purdue and NSSL teams would be north and south of the storm at a distance 
19
(D ~ 5-25 km) from the storm.  The offset distance was necessary to ensure the 
radiosonde was not pulled into the storm by inflow winds.  The CSU team would also 
position itself within the linear array, but would sample either the upstream or 
downstream environment.  In this configuration, the Purdue and NSSL teams would 
launch a balloon every half hour and the CSU teams would launch every hour.  
Therefore, a maximum of five balloons would be in the air at one time. 
Figure 2.2  Surround Strategy from MPEX Operations Plan. 
The last strategy involved surrounding the storm in a triangle-like fashion, with two 
teams south of the storm, and one team north of the storm.  Therefore, in theory, the 
majority of the near-storm environment would be sampled.  Figure 2.3 shows this last 
strategy utilized on 19 May 2013 in the vicinity of Shawnee, Oklahoma.   
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Figure 2.3 May 19th Triangle Deployment (from Mike Coniglio). Circles are the 
coordinated launch locations for each of the upsonde teams. 
2.3 Instrumentation 
Each upsonde team was equipped with slightly different instrumentation, vehicles, 
and helium supply.  The Purdue team utilized two iMet-3050 403 MHz GPS radiosonde 
receivers and antennas.  One antenna was mounted to a rack on the back of an SUV, while 
the other used a collapsible tripod (the second antenna was attached to the rack as well 
during the later portions of the field campaign).  The iMETOS software package was used 
in processing the data from the radiosondes.  This software was run on laptops powered in 
the vehicle using power inverters connected to the vehicle’s battery.  The radiosondes were 
iMet-1-AB 403 MHz GPS radiosondes suspended by 200 g balloons, with 30 meters of 
string separating the radiosonde and the balloon.   Two helium tanks, each with the capacity 
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to fill 6 balloons, were also in the Purdue vehicle.  NSSL had similar capacities, but in a 
“mobile mesonet” van.  The mobile mesonet van was equipped with thermometers, 
anemometers, hygrometers, etc. to sample the environment at the ground.  The NSSL team 
had one iMet-3050 and one iMet-3150 radiosonde receiver.  The iMet-3150 is a handheld 
device with a smaller radio antenna.  This system has a slightly smaller range than the iMet-
3050 antenna.  The CSU team used a single Digicora MW21 receiver and a GC25 ground 
check system.  Two antennas are necessary for this system, including a GPS antenna and a 
UHF antenna to transmit the radio signal (400 Hz).  The laptop used by the CSU team used 
Digicora software to process the raw radiosonde data.  Vaisala RS92 radiosondes were 
used with the same balloons and string length as the Purdue and NSSL teams.  A re-supply 
vehicle with extra helium tanks also traveled with the group to retrieve spent tanks and re-
supply the teams with full tanks.  The Purdue and NSSL teams initially had trouble having 
two radiosondes in the air simultaneously, because the frequencies were interfering with 
each other.  International Met Systems (the radiosonde manufacturer for Purdue and NSSL) 
sent new radiosondes that had 0.5 MHz offsets in the frequencies.  This solved the problem 
for the second half of the field campaign. 
 
2.4 Operations 
2.4.1 Deployment Days 
 Between 15 May 2013 and 31 May 2013, the upsonde teams deployed on 17 days 
– with 290 total soundings.  The project continued through June 15th, but no significant 
deployment days occurred during this time period.  The field program covered six different 
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states and sampled the environments of six tornadic supercells.  Table 2.1 outlines the 
details of each deployment day through 31 May (no cases after this date were used in this 
analysis).  
Table 2.1  Upsonde Deployment Details 
Date Location Storm Mode Tornadic? 
5-15-13 Bowie, OK Supercell Yes 
5-16-13 Scott City, KS Ordinary No 
5-18-13 Hays, KS Supercell/QLCS Yes 
5-19-13 Shawnee, OK Supercell Yes 
5-20-13 Pauls Valley, OK Supercell Yes 
5-23-13 Floydada, TX Supercell/QLCS Yes 
5-27-13 Great Bend-Salina, KS Supercell No 
5-28-13 Southern KS Ordinary No 
5-29-13 Canadian, TX QLCS No 
5-30-13 Norman, OK Supercell No 
5-31-13 El Reno, OK Supercell Yes 
 
2.4.2 Analyzed Days 
For the purpose of this thesis, four of the MPEX upsonde deployment days were selected 
for analysis.  The tornadic supercell cases of 19, 20, and 31 May, as well as the QLCS on 
29 May, were selected based on the quality of data collection (successful sounding launch 
coordination), quality of the data themselves, and quality of soundings in the pre-
convective and convectively disturbed environments.   
 
2.4.2.1 19 May 2013 
 The eastern edge of a large, upper-level trough was situated over the southern 
Great Plains.  The dryline setup in western Oklahoma, coupled with mean-layer 
(MLCAPE) values of well over 3000 J/kg and 50 knots of 0-6 kilometer bulk shear, 
provided the means for convective initiation and supercellular storms.  
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The three upsonde teams formed a linear array along Interstate 35 between 
Blackwell, Oklahoma and Perry, Oklahoma.  Pre-convective soundings were launched by 
all three teams at 1900 UTC.  Storms began to initiate around 20 UTC south and west of 
the linear array.  One cell quickly developed into an intense supercell, and the teams 
redeploedy to the south and east of it.  The downstream-surround strategy was chosen for 
this deployment: NSSL and CSU were north of the cell, while Purdue launched 
soundings to the south.  Soundings were taken nearly simultaneously as the supercell 
moved through the array.  As this storm weakened (although it previously produced a 
tornado), the teams redeployed onto a storm to the south that produced a tornado in 
Shawnee, Oklahoma.  Purdue and CSU sampled the southern and northern flanks of the 
near-storm environments, respectively, and NSSL sampled the direct wake of the updraft. 
2.4.2.2 20 May 2013 
 The next day, the large scale forcing due to the upper trough position was again 
evident over central Oklahoma.  MLCAPE values exceeded 3000 J/kg, and the 0-6 km 
shear of nearly 60 knots gave rise to supercell modes.  A very large moisture gradient 
was again evident in west central Oklahoma. 
The upsonde teams formed an array with Purdue positioned just north of Pauls 
Valley, Oklahoma, CSU 20 km to the southwest of Purdue, and NSSL 20 km southeast of 
CSU.  Pre-convective soundings were launched at 17 UTC and again at 18 UTC.  Storms 
initiated shortly after 18 UTC, and the teams targeted a storm that produced a tornado just 
south of Marlow, Oklahoma.  This deployment involved a linear array through which the 
storm passed.  Purdue was 10-15 km north of the convection while NSSL was 10-15 km 
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south of the convection.  CSU was 15-20 km south of the NSSL team.  The pre-
convective and post convective environments were sampled thoroughly.  This supercell 
was to the south of the supercell that produced the devastating EF-5 tornado that hit 
Moore, Oklahoma. 
2.4.2.3 29 May 2013 
 An upper trough was positioned over the Rockies, with a region of positive 
vorticity advection situated over the High Plains down through the Texas Panhandle.  
MLCAPE values approached 3000 J/kg, but 0-6 km shear values were much less than in 
the supercell cases of previous days (30-40 knots).  The shear profile was fairly 
unidirectional from the southwest, with winds increasing with height.  These conditions 
were more conducive to linear storms. 
The TAMU sounding team was available for this deployment day, so a square 
array of soundings was used for both the pre-convective and convectively disturbed 
environments.  The teams were centered around the corner of the northeastern Texas 
Panhandle, and were generally 80-100 km apart.  The pre-convective soundings began 
around 1800 UTC, but were slightly influenced by some scattered convection in the area.  
By 20 UTC, a quasi-linear convective system (QLCS) had begun to form in the northern 
Texas Panhandle. The teams shifted slightly to the south, and the CSU and TAMU teams 
sampled the environments downstream and upstream of the northern portion of the 
system, respectively.  The Purdue and NSSL teams sampled the center of the bow echo; 




2.4.2.4 31 May 2013 
 The synoptic setup for May 31 was similar to the previous supercell days in 
central Oklahoma.  Temperatures west of the dryline in western Oklahoma were in the 
upper 90s, while the moist air in central Oklahoma kept temperature in the 80s.  CAPE 
values were sufficiently into the 4000 J/kg range, and the 0-6 km shear values exceeded 
60 knots. 
The upsonde teams positioned themselves in Chickasha, Oklahoma, as a pre-convective 
array was not in the plans for the day was not coordinated.  CSU launched one pre-
convective sounding around 19 UTC, and convection initiation occurred to the northwest 
at approximately 2130 UTC.  As the teams deployed to the north, the convection rapidly 
intensified into a large supercell, generally to the east of the attempted linear array.  The 
teams were able to recover and launch soundings approximately 15 km north of the storm 
(NSSL), 20-30 km southwest of the storm (Purdue), and 10-15 km south of the storm 
(CSU).  Ultimately, this supercell was relatively stationary for a large period of time 
before weakening and drifting southeast.  This supercell produced a large EF-3 tornado in 









CHAPTER 3. METHODS 
 
3.1 Sounding Analysis 
 The radiosonde data collected during the MPEX field campaign required rigorous 
quality control by each upsonde team.  Each sounding system (i-Met and Vaisala) has its 
own smoothing algorithm used to filter out bad/erroneous data.  Each team then 
performed separate quality control on their individual datasets, which included removing 
data after the balloon burst, removing bad data in the form of individual measurements or 
entire lines of data, and checking for inconsistencies with surface and/or other sounding 
data.  The data were then additionally quality controlled and reformatted by NCAR Earth 
Observing Laboratory staff before inclusion into the MPEX data archive (see Table 3.1).  
This check involved inter-comparisons of each team’s soundings, and then corrections of 
any differences.  Of course, many quality control measures were performed by the MPEX 
radiosonde teams while in the field.  These measures included making sure the 
radiosonde was properly sending the atmospheric measurements back to the receiver 
before the balloon was launched.  It was also important that the GPS within the 







Table 3.1 Information in Each Sounding File (Loehrer, NCAR). 
3.1.1 Sounding Calculations 
For each sounding observation taken in the pre-convective or convective 
environments, calculations of common atmospheric parameters were made to diagnose 
the upscale feedbacks.   CAPE was calculated in each sounding via Matlab code that 
integrated a Fortran routine developed by George Bryan of NCAR.  The code allows for 
the choice between mean-layer (ML), surface-based (SB), and most-unstable (MU) 
CAPE.  A significant number of soundings were terminated before reaching the 
equilibrium level, so a complete CAPE calculation in these soundings was unattainable.  
To maximize the number of soundings in the analyses, and to provide consistency in the 
calculations, an upper integration limit of 475 mb was used in the CAPE calculations.  
This pressure level was at or below the termination level of many of the soundings; this 
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level also allowed for an estimate of CAPE throughout approximately the lowest half of 
the troposphere.  Typically for the cases presented here, MLCAPE475 was the primary 
CAPE calculation. 
To provide a basis for comparison with idealized model simulations, vertical wind 
shear was calculated over a 1-6 km depth rather than the 0-6 km depth typically used.  
The calculation of this 1-6 km shear (also referred to as a bulk wind difference, and S16 
henceforth) used the average u and v components of the wind over the 0.75-1.25 km layer 
and the 5.75-6.25 km layer.  Similar layer averaging was also performed with the model 
simulations.  
The final calculation was of the mid-level temperature lapse rate.   The 700-500 
mb lapse rate (MLR) calculations made use of averaged lapse rates every 10 mb to 
accurately assess smaller details within the layer, rather than just a bulk temperature 
difference.  This method proved to be no more accurate/different that just taking the bulk 
temperature difference between 700 and 500 mb.  
Trajectory plots were constructed to ensure that the soundings remained in their 
intended area of the near-storm environment during flight.  An example trajectory plot for 
19 May 2013 is shown in Fig. 5.1.  The plots show where the radiosonde was located 




Figure 3.1 Sounding coordinate points and associated time stamps at the surface, 
850, 700, 500, and 250 mb overlaid onto NOAA/NSSL NMQ base reflectivity data from 
WSR-88D OUN at 0030 UTC, 0110 UTC, and 0150 UTC.  Red dots are locations of the 
balloons at each relevant time. 
3.2 CM1 Procedures 
The CM1 (Cloud Model 1) model is a three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, non-
linear, time-dependent numerical model designed for idealized studies of atmospheric 
phenomena. CM1 was first introduced by Bryan and Fritsch (2002) as a means to run 
idealized simulations of convection and provide a benchmark for experimenting with 
moisture in numerical models.  The capability for idealized simulations and ease of 
initialization inputs was the reason for using CM1 rather than another convection 
permitting model such as WRF.  For each case, the CM1 model (cm1r16) was used to 
produce “semi-idealized” simulations.  These simulations were used to aid in the 
visualization of atmospheric parameters in a spatial sense surrounding each storm and in 
the near-storm environment.  The simulations were “semi-idealized” because 
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environmental soundings from each day were used in the model initialization.  Each case 
used “warm bubble” initiation, which imposed one bubble for the supercell cases and a 
line of bubbles for the squall line case.  A 6-second time step was used, which was within 
the 6*deltax(grid spacing) range for the CFL criterion.  A fifth-order advection scheme 
was utilized for both scalars and velocities.  A Rayleigh damping sponge was applied 
above 15 km in the vertical plane with a free-slip top boundary condition for winds.  The 
Rayleigh damping sponge was necessary because some of the tops of the idealized storms 
could reach to within a few km of the top of the domain, and vertical momentum from 
gravity waves could interact negatively with the top boundary.  The Rayleigh sponge acts 
to slow the velocities to zero before they reach the top boundary, so the waves to not 
reflect back and affect the storm simulation (Klemp and Lilly 1978).  Open lateral 
boundaries were used to ensure no velocities/features are reflected back into the domain 
that may have an adverse effect on the simulations.  The bottom boundary was free-slip 
for winds (the same as the top boundary).  The Morrison double-moment microphysics 
scheme was used in all of the simulations (see the appendix for a discussion of 
experiments with different microphysical schemes).  This scheme predicts both the 
mixing ratio and number concentrations of cloud water, raindrops, cloud ice, snow, and 
hail/graupel (Morrison et al. 2005).  Hail was used as the large ice category.  Klemp-
Wilhelmson vertically implicit time-splitting was used for acoustic modes (Klemp and 
Wilhelmson 1978).  Some sort of domain translation was used in the majority of the 
model runs, as to keep the storm of interest centered within the domain.  All input 
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environmental soundings were modified near the surface and anywhere else in the 
sounding that contained a super-adiabatic lapse rate. 
3.2.1 Case Specifics 
 The CM1 model settings for the 19 May 2013 supercell simulation, 20 May 2013 
supercell simulation, 29 May 2013 squall line/bow echo simulation, and 31 May 2013 
supercell simulation are shown Table 3.2, Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5, 
respectively.   The number of vertical levels used depended on the highest level of the 
relevant environmental sounding.  For the 19 May 2013 supercell simulation, the 
environmental sounding (CSU, launched at 1858 UTC; see Fig. 3.2b) was only valid up 
to 15.25 km.   
The environmental sounding for the 20 May 2013 case (see Fig. 3.3b) did not 
quite reach 13 km AGL, so the radiosonde launched by the National Weather Service in 
Norman, Oklahoma was used above 13 km.  Data for this sounding reach up to 20.5 km.  
The other cases did not utilize another sounding for the upper levels due to lack of 
corresponding soundings and the fact that the 20 May simulation experienced some 
problems without the upper levels. 
The input sounding for 29 May 2013 (see Fig. 3.4b) reached just above 19 km.  
This sounding was the radiosonde launched at 1736 UTC by the National Weather 
Service in Amarillo, Texas.  The winds in this sounding were modified using the RKW 
wind profile for squall lines (Rotunno et al. 1988).  Basically, the wind shear vector (u) 
from the surface to 2.5 km is 15 m/s, and the winds are held constant above 2.5 km.  
There is no v component of the wind. 
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31 May 2013 utilized a pre-convective sounding (see Fig. 3.5b) that reached just 
above 12 km.  This sounding was the only pre-convective sounding collected by the 
MPEX teams near the time of convection initiation. 
 
Table 3.2 CM1 Settings 19 May 2013 
Time Step 6 seconds 
Number of Vertical Levels 30 
Horizontal Grid Spacing 1 km 
Vertical Grid Spacing 500 m 
Domain Translation in x Direction 10 m/s 
Domain Translation in y Direction 8 m/s 
Domain Size 120 km x 120 km 
Number of Warm Bubbles 1 
Warm Bubble Vertical Position 2 km AGL 
Warm Bubble Vertical Radius 2 km 
Warm Bubble Horizontal Radius 20 km 
Warm Bubble Theta Perturbation 3 K 
Environmental Sounding CSU at 1858 UTC 
Variable Output Time Every 15 minutes 
Simulation Length 2 hours 
 
 
     
Figure 3.2 a.)  Location of the CSU launched pre-convective sounding for the CM1 simulation (left) and b.) the skew-T plot of 
the sounding (right).
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Table 3.3 CM1 Settings 20 May 2013 
Time Step 6 seconds 
Number of Vertical Levels 41 
Horizontal Grid Spacing 1 kilometer 
Vertical Grid Spacing 500 m 
Domain Translation in x Direction 10 m/s 
Domain Translation in y Direction 8 m/s 
Domain Size 120 km x 120 km 
Number of Warm Bubbles 1 
Warm Bubble Vertical Position 2 km AGL 
Warm Bubble Vertical Radius 2 km 
Warm Bubble Horizontal Radius 20 km 
Warm Bubble Theta Perturbation 3 K 
Environmental Sounding Purdue at 1815 UTC w/ NWS sounding 
Variable Output Time Every 15 minutes 




Figure 3.3 a.) Location of the Purdue launched pre-convective sounding for the CM1 simulation (left) and b.) the skew-T plot 
of the sounding (right). 
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Table 3.4 CM1 Settings 29 May 2013 
Time Step 6 seconds 
Number of Vertical Levels 39 
Horizontal Grid Spacing 1 kilometer 
Vertical Grid Spacing 500 m 
Domain Translation in x Direction 8 m/s 
Domain Translation in y Direction 0 m/s 
Domain Size 240 km x 240 km 
Number of Warm Bubbles 5 
Warm Bubble Vertical Position 1.4 km AGL 
Warm Bubble Vertical Radius 1.4 km 
Warm Bubble Horizontal Radius 10 km 
Warm Bubble Theta Perturbation 2 K 
Environmental Sounding NWS at 1736 UTC 
Variable Output Time Every 15 minutes 








            
Figure 3.4 a.) Location of the NWS launched pre-convective sounding for the CM1 simulation (left) and b.) the skew-T plot of 
the sounding (right) from the University of Wyoming sounding archive. 
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Table 3.5 CM1 Settings 31 May 2013 
Time Step 6 seconds 
Number of Vertical Levels 24 
Horizontal Grid Spacing 1 kilometer 
Vertical Grid Spacing 500 m 
Domain Translation in x Direction 10 m/s 
Domain Translation in y Direction 8 m/s 
Domain Size 120 km x 120 km 
Number of Warm Bubbles 1 
Warm Bubble Vertical Position 2 km AGL 
Warm Bubble Vertical Radius 2 km 
Warm Bubble Horizontal Radius 20 km 
Warm Bubble Theta Perturbation 3 K 
Environmental Sounding CSU at 1915 UTC 
Variable Output Time Every 15 minutes 




   Figure 3.5 a.) Location of the CSU launched pre-convective sounding for the CM1 simulation (left) and b.) the skew-T plot 
of the sounding (right).
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3.2.2 CM1 Output Diagnosis 
 NCAR Command Language (NCL) scripts were used to make calculations on the 
raw model output, as well as visualize certain fields.  The CAPE calculations (which 
were also performed with George Bryan’s code) had an upper integration limit of 475 mb 
to be consistent with the observed sounding calculations.  Vertical wind shear values 
were calculated at the one (averaged between 0.75 and 1.25 km) and six (averaged 
between 5.75 and 6.25 km) km, and the shear calculation involved simply subtracting 
these two values.  MLR was calculated between the 3.25 and 5.75 km levels, which 
















CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
 
4.1  MPEX Data Analysis and CM1 Simulations 
 As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, three supercells and one QLCS sampled during 
MPEX were analyzed and simulated using CM1.  The four events are presented below in 
chronological order. 
4.1.1  19 May 2013 
Pre-convective soundings launched approximately 100 km to the north-northeast 
of Oklahoma City between 1900 and 1915 UTC indicated MLCAPE475 values between 
700 and 800 J/kg, S16 values of approximately 18-19 m/s, and MLRs near 8.5 K/km.  
These observations were taken roughly one hour prior to convective initiation that 
occurred just west of Oklahoma City. At  2300 UTC, the teams targeted a storm to the 
southwest that had previously produced a tornado in Shawnee, Oklahoma.    
As shown in Fig. 4.2a, a deployment triangle was formed around this supercell, 
with Purdue and CSU radiosonde launches on the northern and southern flanks of the 
storm, respectively, and an NSSL radiosonde launch nearly in the direct wake of the 
storm.  Fig. 4.2b shows the relative distances of each launch location with respect to the 
storm’s mesocyclone and hook echo.  MLRs remained relatively unmodified on the 
northern and southern flanks of the storm, with just slight decreases relative to the pre-
convective values.  Similarly, MLCAPE475 values on the northern and southern flanks 
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were roughly equivalent to that of the pre-convective environment.  S16 decreased in the 
southern flank of the storm, but the northern flank was relatively unchanged.  The largest 
changes were clearly observed in the outflow-dominated sounding launched in the wake 
of the storm by NSSL (see Fig. 4.1).  While the MLR remained fairly steep at just under 
7 K/km, MLCAPE475 was reduced to ~18 J/kg.  Surprisingly, S16 values increased 
significantly.  It is possible that this anomalous shear value is related to the calculation of 
the 1-km wind (i.e., as an average of data points below 740 m and 10 data points above 
1,224 m, owing to missing wind values between 740 m and 1,224 m).   Looking into the 
raw data shows that the one km winds have increased and turned counter-clockwise, and 
the six km winds increased slightly and turned clockwise (but on a much smaller scale).  
The mesocyclone passed over or near the sounding location, so the increase and turning 
of the winds at the lower levels (with outflow) could likely be the reason for the S16 
increase. 
 
Figure 4.1 a.) Composite reflectivity factor at 0045 UTC on 20 May 2013, overlaid by the triangle upsonde deployment, and 
the MLCAPE, S16, and MLR for each sounding indicated, and b.) base reflectivity factor from WSR-88D KOUN at 0045 
UTC on 20 May 2013, overlaid by triangle deployment and the distances to each launch point from the apparent mesocyclone. 
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Figure 4.2   Soundings forming the triangle configuration from a.) Purdue (left), b.) CSU (middle), and c.) NSSL (right). 
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 The CM1 simulated storm at 6300 s was the most similar to the observed storm in 
terms of reflectivity structure (see the appendix for a discussion of how the storm 
evolution and structure is sensitive to the microphysical parameterization).  At 6300 s, the 
supercell has a well-defined hook in reflectivity and is beginning to split (Fig. 4.3a).  
Although the observed storm did not actually split, it did have two reflectivity maxima at 
0045 UTC (Fig. 4.1a), suggestive of a tendency toward splitting.  The size of the 
simulated storm at 6300 s is also comparable to that of the observed storm (e.g., between 
50 and 75 km in the horizontal).   
 Because of the assumed horizontal homogeneity initially and the lateral boundary 
conditions, MLCAPE475 (and the other parameters) is maintained close to its initial 
values at undisturbed model grid points.  Some MLCAPE475 increases are noted in the 
general area of storm inflow, possibly owing to local storm-induced enhancements in 
low-level moisture.  Nearer to the areas of convection, such as on the northern and 
southern flank of the supercell, MLCAPE475 is decreased slightly, as wais also noted in 
the observed soundings.  The largest decreases in MLCAPE475 are in the vicinity of the 
updrafts (verified by analysis of the vertical motion field) and in the immediate wake of 
the storm.  Interestingly, while the simulated MLCAPE475 does show a decrease in the 
wake region 20-30 km from the hook echo, it is not as low as in the observations.  Near-
zero values in the simulated storm are, however, found ~5 km rearward and forward of 
the hook echo, and therefore one explanation for this discrepancy could simply be a 
imperfect match between the observed and simulated storm structure.  Differences in the 
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cold-pool depth and extent between the observed and simulated storms could also help 
explain this discrepancy. 
 
Figure 4.3  a.) Simulated reflectivity in dBz, and b.) reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg, for the 
simulated 19 May 2013 supercell at 6300 s. 
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The MLR field in the simulation is similar to the MLCAPE475 result, as lapse 
rates are decreased mainly in the direct vicinity of the updraft (Fig. 4.4a).  Within the 
updraft, it is expected that the lapse rates would approach the moist adiabatic lapse rate, 
as indicated in Fig. 4.5b.  However, outside of the updrafts, the lapse rates quickly 
recover back to the environmental value (of above 8 K/km).  This is consistent with the 
northern and southern flank observations, which are seemingly unaffected between 700 
and 500 mb.  In the wake, the observed and simulated MLRs decrease to just less than 7 
K/km.  This decrease presumably owes to compensating subsidence and associated 
adiabatic warming.  As with the wake-decreased MLCAPE475, the simulated MLR 
decrease is much closer to the hook echo.  
The S16 is increased significantly on the immediate periphery of the simulated 
updraft (of both the left and right mover; Fig. 4.4b).  A corresponding analysis of vertical 
vorticity at 6 km (not shown) shows that the S16 increase is due mostly to an 
enhancement of the environmental 6-km winds by the mesocyclone on the immediate 
southern flank; the S16 decrease on the immediate northern flank is similarly due to a 
reduction of the environmental winds by the mesocyclone.  The northern and southern 
flanks away from the mesocyclone are again consistently unchanged in the simulation 
and observations.  Slight decreases are shown within the area of maximum reflectivity on 
the forward flank and in the wake of the updraft.  A discrepancy is again seen in the wake 
region:  the observed S16 value is at least double that of the simulated value.  Perhaps 
this is indicative that the observed sounding was more significantly affected by the 
updraft or outflow than the simulation indicated:  The simulated storm shows a decrease 
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in the 1-km winds in the wake of the storm and the observed sounding indicates an 
increase in the 1-km winds by 3-4 m/s.  This could also be a factor of the missing data in 
the observed wake sounding.   
 
Figure 4.4 a.) Simulated MLR difference field in K/km, and b.) S16 difference field in m/s for the simulated 19 May 2013 
supercell at 6300 s. 50
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For consistency with the RUC analysis, PV at 6 km (calculated between 4.75 km 
and 7.25 km – roughly 500 mb) was calculated for this case in the CM1 output (Fig. 4.5).  
Unlike the RUC analysis results, the PV generation by the storm is confined to the direct 
area of the updraft.  This is consistent with the location of the maximum vertical vorticity 
as well.  The PV signature does not grow upscale or persist in the wake of the updraft. 
Figure 4.5 6 km PV in PVU (units) for the simulated 19 May 2013 supercell at 6300 s. 
In this case, and in the subsequent cases, the storm was simulated using a domain 
translation.  This essentially subtracts the storm motion from the environmental wind 
profile to keep the storm relatively centered within the domain.  To demonstrate that this 
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has no bearing on the feedbacks in the wake of the storm, simulations were performed 
without the domain translation.  Figure 4.6a shows that the storm has moved from its 
initiation in the center of the domain to the northeast corner.  No significant decrease in 
MLR is observed in the far wake.  This lack of a noticeable feedback in the far wake is 
also evident in the MLCAPE475 and S16 fields. 
 
    
Figure 4.6  a.) Simulated reflectivity in dBZ, and b.) reflectivity overlaid on the MLR field in K/km, for the simulated 20 May 
2013 supercell at 5400 s.  Both plots are with zero domain translation. 53
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To summarize this case, and to lead into the subsequent cases, two points are 
emphasized.  First, significant modifications to the base state occur within the immediate 
vicinity of the updraft, but they do not persist beyond the wake of the storm.  Thus, they 
are highly transient and move with the storm.  Second, the longest lasting effect is the 
cold pool, because it spreads out laterally from the storm and against the storm motion. 
 
4.1.2  20 May 2013 
 Pre-convective soundings launched between 1800 UTC and 1900 UTC near Pauls 
Valley, Oklahoma indicated S16 values of 15 m/s, MLCAPE475 values of 850 J/kg, and 
MLRs just above 7.5 K/km.  Convective initiation occurred 80-90 km to the west of the 
array near Pauls Valley, and the storms quickly evolved into supercells that moved to the 
northeast.  The upsonde teams focused on a supercell with a confirmed tornado moving 
towards Pauls Valley.  By 2100 UTC, the teams were situated such that Purdue was on 
the northern fringe of the storm, NSSL was near the southern flank of the storm, and CSU 
was 24 km to the southeast of NSSL.  Between 2100 UTC and 2130 UTC, all the teams 
were able to launch successful soundings. 
Figure 4.7a shows a radar reflectivity snapshot with the position of each upsonde 
team at 2130 UTC.  In reality, NSSL launched a sounding at 2100 UTC, Purdue at 2115 
UTC, and CSU at 2130 UTC.  The NSSL and CSU soundings were obviously still in a 
pre-convective environment, as their MLCAPE475 values were both near 1000 J/kg and 
lapse rates were at or above 7.5 K/km (slightly higher than the pre-convective value 
sampled earlier).  The S16 values were higher (by 8-10 m/s) than the pre-convective 
state, and this could potentially be due to influence from other convection in the area.  
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The Purdue sounding is somewhat in the wake of the northern end of the storm, but it is 
apparent that the storm’s outflow boundary had reached the sounding location. The skew-
T/log-p diagram shows a surface inversion that indicates the area was influenced by the 
cold pool.  The MLCAPE475 value had dropped to 25 J/kg, and the 1-6 km shear was 
increased to 24.8 m/s.  MLRs only decreased to 7.3 K/km, because the outflow boundary 
only affected the lowest levels. 
 
Figure 4.7 a.) Linear configuration with MLCAPE475, S16, and MLRs for each sounding indicated (left) and b.) the distances 
to each launch point from the apparent mesocyclone (right). 
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Figure 4.8  Soundings forming the triangle configuration from a.) Purdue (left), b.) CSU (middle), and c.) NSSL (right). 
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 The most similar structure to the sampled supercell occurred in the simulation at 
3600 s after the model start time.  The simulated storm looks as if it is beginning to split, 
and the Level II reflectivity data somewhat supports this structure.  The simulated storm 
quickly disintegrates after this time period, as does the observed storm.  The observed 
storm was slightly larger in the horizontal than the simulated storm by about 10 km.   
 The MLCAPE475 values in the simulation matched up very well with the CSU and 
NSSL soundings on the southeast flank of the storm.  The values increased, and that 
increase is also apparent in the areas of the simulation that correspond to the launch 
locations (increase from 800-900 J/kg to 900-1000 J/kg).  The extreme decrease in 
MLCAPE475 in the Purdue sounding is curious.  The vicinity where the Purdue sounding 
was launched saw no decrease in MLCAPE475 in the simulated storm.  Perhaps the main 
reason for this discrepancy is the intense supercell to the north that produced an EF-5 










           
Figure 4.9 a.) Simulated reflectivity in dBz, and b.) reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg, for the 
simulated 20 May 2013 supercell at 6300 s. 
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The MLR field in the simulation is largely unchanged.  The values are between 7 
and 8 K/km, which is consistent with the values observed with the pre-convective 
soundings.  A slight decrease was observed in the Purdue sounding, but this is not evident 
in the simulation.  The S16 field is slightly increased near the locations of all the 
sounding locations (just northwest and southeast of the storm), and this is most likely due 
to an increase in wind speed at the 6-km level.    
This storm was not as intense as the storm on 19 May 2013, and none of the 
upscale feedbacks were as pronounced.  This inference is based on a presumed weaker 







           
Figure 4.10  a.) Simulated MLR difference field in K/km (left) and b.) S16 difference field in m/s (right) at 3600 s. 
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4.1.3  29 May 2013 
 The NWS in Amarillo, Texas launched a pre-convective sounding at 1736 UTC 
that measured a MLCAPE475 of 600 J/kg, S16 value of 29.55 m/s, and a MLR of 8.15 
K/km. A squall line formed just east of Amarillo and moved west-northwest towards the 
Texas-Oklahoma border.  By 2230 UTC, Purdue and NSSL had positioned themselves 
directly in front (Purdue – 42 km from the center) and directly behind (NSSL – 52 km 
from the center) the squall line (Fig. 4.11).   
Even though the Purdue sounding was launched in advance of the squall line, it 
appears to have been affected by the line of convective storms to the east of Purdue’s 
location.   Indeed, remnants from the cold pool of these storms can be inferred from the 
Purdue sounding (Fig. 4.18a).  To the extent that the AMA pre-convective sounding also 
represented the pre-line environment in western Oklahoma, the MLR in this environment 
was reduced to 6.06 K/km, MLCAPE475 was decreased to 347 J/kg, and shear was also 
decreased to 27 m/s.  The NSSL sounding in the wake of the squall line saw MLCAPE475 
fall to zero, while MLR actually increased to near dry adiabatic (8.9 K/km), and the S16 
decreased to 19.75 m/s. 
 
Figure 4.11 a.) Linear configuration with MLCAPE475, S16, and MLR for each sounding indicated (left) and b.) the distances 
to each launch point from the apparent center of the reflectivity maximum (right). 
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Figure 4.12 Soundings forming the linear configuration from a.) Purdue (left) and b.) NSSL (right). 
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Keeping in mind that the CM1 simulation of this case used a simple, 
unidirectional shear profile instead of the actual profile measured in the AMA sounding 
(see Chapter 3), the CM1 simulated squall line is very similar in both shape and 
horizontal scale to the observed line at 10,800 s.  At this time, the MLCAPE475 is 
decreased to zero over the broad area occupied by convective cells and cold pool, which 
includes the immediate wake of the line.  This matches up well with the NSSL sounding, 
in which zero MLCAPE475 was observed.  Except for the slight increase associated with 
the gust front, the MLCAPE475 is unaffected out ahead of the line in the simulation.  
Thus, it is difficult to explain the MLCAPE475 reduction in the Purdue sounding using this 
idealized simulation alone.   
 
         
Figure 4.13 a.)Simulated reflectivity in dBz (left) and b.) reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg 
(right) at 10800 s. 
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 Major differences are seen between the simulated MLR field and the observed 
MLRs.  While the MLRs in the wake of the simulated storm are chaotic, the consensus is 
a decrease by at least a few K/km.  The NSSL wake sounding actually shows an increase 
in the MLR from 8.15 K/km to 8.9 K/km.  The NSSL location is east of where the pre-
convective sounding was launched, and the MLR could have been higher in this area.  
The observed sounding indicates the cold pool is very shallow, and does not affect lapse 
rates above around 750 mb.  Again, the decrease in the Purdue sounding MLR could be 
due to effects from earlier/surrounding convection.   
 The S16 analysis is again inconsistent for the Purdue case, as there was no real 
increase in shear ahead of the simulated storm.  However, the simulated storm does show 
an increase in S16 in the location of the NSSL sounding.  This is consistent with the 
observation within the wake of the storm. 
 Despite the differences between the observed and simulated parameters, one can 
conclude that the overall effects of this convective system on the environment are much 
larger than those of the supercells considered thus far.  This is in part related to the larger 
area occupied by the convective updrafts, which nevertheless still have a transient impact, 
as in the case of the supercells.  The relative impact of the convective system is also 
larger because of the size of its cold pool.   This expansive cold pool modifies the 
environment well behind the leading edge of the line.
 
           




Figure 4.15 demonstrates that potential vorticity is not generated on a large scale 
at three hours into the simulation.  Although this contrasts the large PV signature evident 
in the RUC analysis, it is likely that a longer simulation would yield a larger and more 
coherent area of PV. 
 
Figure 4.15 6 km PV in PVU (units) for the simulated 29 May 2013  
squall line at 10800 s. 
4.1.4  31 May 2013 
The pre-convective sounding launched near Chickasha, Oklahoma at 1915 UTC 
indicated a MLCAPE475 of 953 J/kg, S16 of 23.15 m/s, and MLR of 7.68 K/km.  
Convective initiation occurred at approximately 1800 UTC, and by 2215 UTC, the 
discrete storms had congealed into one large supercell that slowly worked its way to the 
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southeast near El Reno, Oklahoma.  The sounding coverage was not ideal on this day, as 
many of each team’s soundings were pulled into the storm’s updraft.  The NSSL and 
Purdue teams were able to collect good soundings to the north and south of the back edge 
of the storm at around 0200 UTC. 
 The Purdue sounding, 47 km south-southwest of the mesocyclone, indicated 
significant MLCAPE475 of 652 J/kg.  The storm had previously sagged far enough south 
for the outflow boundary to reach Purdue’s location, but then retreated back north.  This 
could explain the slight decrease from the environmental MLCAPE475 value, as well as 
the slight decrease in lapse rate down to 7.05 K/km.  S16 values increased significantly to 
almost 40 m/s. The NSSL sounding, 57 km northwest of the storm, showed a significant 
decrease in MLCAPE475 (down to 107 J/kg) as the storm had previously moved over the 
area.  The NSSL sounding showed a MLR increase to 8.75 K/km and a S16 increase to 
40.05 m/s. 
 
Figure 4.16 a.) Linear configuration with MLCAPE475, S16, and MLRs for each sounding indicated (left) and b.) the distances 
to each launch point from the apparent mesocyclone (right). 
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Figure 4.17 Soundings forming the linear configuration from a.) Purdue (left) and b.) NSSL (right). 
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The simulated storm replicated the fact that the El Reno storm was the most 
intense of all the observed supercell cases.  The storm structure could not be exactly 
replicated using the pre-convective sounding, as it was tending to split due to the wind 
profile.  The most intense point of the simulation occurred at 5400 s, and had a well-
defined hook on the right mover.  The spatial scales seemed to match up very well.   
 The MLCAPE475 values near the updrafts and in the direct wake of the storm are 
almost completely diminished, but this is not the case in the vicinity of the sounding 
locations.  This discrepancy can most likely be attributed to the fact that the storm had 
previously moved through the NSSL location (and the cold pool was very expansive), 
and had gotten very close to the Purdue location (cold pool did cross the Purdue 
location).  The model was unable to account for this storm motion; therefore high 
MLCAPE475 values are still seen in both locations. The decreased areas of MLCAPE475 
on the northwest and southwest flanks do correspond to the portion of the storm that did 
previously pass over the launch locations. 
 
                 
Figure 4.18 a.) Simulated reflectivity in dBz (left) and b.) reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg 
(right) at 5400 s. 
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 The MLR field in the simulation can somewhat help to explain the observations 
(Fig. 4.19).  Some bands of decreased lapse rates seem to radiate from the storm as 
manifestations of presumed gravity waves, but the NSSL sounding location is near one of 
these areas that may have maintained its MLR.  Perhaps the lapse rates became steeper 
after the pre-convective sounding, and this was just not accounted for (thus the reason 
NSSL’s value increased).  There was a slight decrease in the Purdue value, which is 
perhaps explained in the radiating bands of decreasing MLRs.  There is an increase in 
S16 on the northwest and southwest flanks of the simulated storm due to enhanced winds 
in the upper levels due to the an intense mesocyclone and enhanced winds in the lower 
levels due to the forward flank downdraft.  Again, similar to MLCAPE475, the positions 
of these flanks of the storm once lined up with the sounding locations (moved through the 
NSSL location and just barely reached the Purdue location). 
 
         
Figure 4.19  a.) Simulated MLR difference field in K/km (left) and b.) S16 difference field in m/s (right) at 5400 s. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1  Summary and Conclusions 
 The objective of the research presented herein was to use data collected during the 
Mesoscale Predictability Experiment (MPEX) to quantify and otherwise characterize the 
upscale feedbacks in the direct vicinity and immediate wake of supercell thunderstorms. 
Complementary idealized modeling experiments were used to assess the spatial and 
temporal scales of these feedbacks.  An analysis and simulation of a squall line were also 
conducted for comparison. 
During the MPEX field campaign, soundings were successfully obtained in the 
near-storm environments of multiple supercells, as well as on nearly every flank of the 
storm (including both inflow and outflow).  Three supercells and one squall line were 
chosen for detailed analysis, which included an evaluation of mean-layer CAPE up to 475 
mb(MLCAPE475), 1-6 km wind shear (S16), and mid-level lapse rates (MLR).  These 
parameters allowed for an assessment of the storm’s modification of its proximal 
temperature, humidity, and wind.  Prior to the parameter calculations and overall 
analysis, the Purdue MPEX soundings were checked for erroneous data and then edited 
as needed.  These soundings were then submitted to the MPEX data archive, to which the 




experiments were conducted with the CM1 model, and required a number of preparatory 
steps.   First, the choice of a pre-convective sounding to initialize the CM1 simulations 
involved making sure the sounding was launched in a relevant location (within the 
environment of convection initiation or at least convective development storms).   Next, 
these soundings were further edited to modify shallow super-adiabatic layers and/or 
significant inversions that might have inhibited convection initiation.  Finally, 
experiments using different bubble initiations (bubble heights, horizontal locations, radii, 
and potential temperature perturbations) were conducted in the attempt to replicate the 
observed storms.  Each simulated storm was then analyzed at a time where the 
reflectivity most closely resembled that of the MPEX observation analysis time.  MPEX 
sounding trajectories were plotted with respect to reflectivity to ensure the radiosondes 
were sampling the appropriate areas of the near-storm environments. 
The basic conclusion from the MPEX analysis and simulations is that supercell 
thunderstorms appear not to produce significant upscale feedbacks that persist aloft, on 
relatively long time and large space scales, within the environment previously occupied 
by the storm.  This is based on MLCAPE475, S16, and MLR, which have signatures that 
tend to be transient in this study, and move with the storm rather than trail behind in the 
wake or otherwise extend well beyond the storm boundary.   The qualifier to this 
conclusion is that supercells can generate upscale effects near the ground, in the form of a 
surface-based cold pool; the significance of this feedback is associated in part with the 
strength, areal extent, and depth of the cold pool.   
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 In specific terms of MLCAPE475 , the field is mostly unaltered except in areas 
directly affected by the storm’s updraft or outflow boundary.  The MLCAPE475 signatures 
travel with the storm.  The cold-air outflow of the storms causes longer lasting 
MLCAPE475 reductions due to a cooling of the lowest levels of the atmosphere.  
Accordingly, the effect on MLCAPE475 by the squall line is much larger than the 
supercells, because it has a more expansive cold pool.     
 MLRs are modified mostly by updrafts, because updrafts vertically mix the local 
temperature profile and also foster diabatic heating and adiabatic cooling.  The MLR 
modifications are more localized than those associated with MLCAPE475 , travel with the 
storm, and are not realized in the wake.  The larger scale of the squall line case gives rise 
to a more expansive updraft, and therefore a reduction of MLRs on a larger horizontal 
scale.  
 Finally, the S16 variations tend to occur within the storm boundary.  These 
changes result in part from storm enhancements of the midlevel winds (i.e., the 
mesocyclone), and in part to a change in the speed and/or direction of the 1-km winds 
aided by storm outflow.  
 
5.2  Closing Statements 
 Overall, the outflow boundaries produced by the convection (both supercells and 
squall line) are the most significant source of upscale feedbacks.  The outflow boundary 
mainly affects the lowest 1-2 km in the sounding, decreasing MLCAPE475 values and 
altering the 1 km winds that are essential in the S16 calculations.  Larger outflow 
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boundaries (from larger storm systems such as squall lines) produce greater effects.  The 
outflow boundaries are too shallow to affect MLRs, so the values remain steep and mid-
level instability is maintained.  While the outflow does affect MLCAPE, elevated CAPE 
values are maintained as long as the steep MLRs exist.  The updrafts within the storms 
have a noticeable effect of the MLRs, but only in the direct vicinity.  These values 
quickly return back to environmental values in the wake.  This study points to the fact 
that the storm effect on the background environment is confined to the area near the 
updraft, and these effects travel with the storm.  In general, the values recover to near the 
original values in the wake of the storm.  As long as the synoptic flow conditions remain 
conducive to deep convection, the effects from storms should have little impact on 
subsequent storm development in the following hours/days. 
  
An adjustment to numerical weather prediction models, or a convective 
parameterization, is necessary for deep convection, because of the diabatic processes of 
precipitation.  Wind shear, mean flow, and evaporation of the precipitation are all 
adjustments that have to be made in a convective parameterization. Convective 
parameterization schemes are used in numerical weather prediction models to simulate 
convection or convective scales that occur on smaller scales than the model grid spacing.  
An application of this research could be parameterizations that take into account the 






5.3  Future Work 
 Some ideas for future analysis start with finer scale idealized simulations to 
pinpoint the exact areas of the storm that are experiencing certain feedbacks.  The results 
from this analysis could be utilized in improving forecasts for deep convection in periods 
where synoptic scale flow is favorable for several days.  A more detailed look into other 
MPEX operations days as well could provide an even better analysis.  It would also be 
interesting to collect more data surrounding deep convective storms with more than 3-4 
sounding teams.  This could allow for using triangulation methods to calculate derivative 
based variables such as vorticity, potential vorticity, divergence, or deformation from an 
observed array (Helms and Hart 2013).  Alternatively, the creation of a high-resolution, 
model-constrained analysis product that uses the MPEX data could also allow for these 
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Appendix A Microphysics Sensitivity Tests 
 
Kessler Microphysics Scheme 
A sensitivity test was performed for 19 May 2013 using a different microphysics 
scheme (Kessler).  There is no ice represented in the Kessler parameterization (Kessler 
1969). The Kessler microphysics scheme was performed on this case to determine what 
effects introducing ice into the model would have, and more generally to explore the 
sensitivity of the upscale effects to the microphysical parameterization.  The reflectivity 
signature (rain water mixing ratio used instead of reflectivity) is much smaller than in the 
simulation using the Morrison scheme.  No supercell was formed, owing to a prematurely 
strong downdraft.  The strength of this downdraft is inferred by looking at the 
MLCAPE475 plots at 2700 and 5400 seconds (Fig. A.1), and confirmed when visualizing 
the vertical velocity field.  At 5400 seconds the storm’s reflectivity signature has not 
grown, but the MLCAPE475 has decreased much greater than in the supercell-forming 
Morrison scheme simulation.  The stronger outflow associated with the more intense 




Figure A.1 a.) Rain water mixing ratio (top) at 2700 s for the 20 May 2013 supercell 
simulation b.) Rain water mixing ratio contour (.0005 kg/kg) overlaid on MLCAPE475   
difference field (left) at 2700 s and c.) Rain water mixing ratio contour (.0005 kg/kg) 
overlaid on MLCAPE475 (right) at 5400 s. 
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Morrison Microphysics with Graupel as Large Ice 
 
The main CM1 model runs for each case used the Morrison double-moment 
microphysics scheme with hail as the large ice category.  A sensitivity test was performed 
for the 19 May 2013 case using graupel as the large ice category, and the results are very 
telling.  The storm does not form into a supercell throughout the simulation, with only 
spotty, scattered storms evident (Fig. A.2).  The MLCAPE475 field is not perturbed 



















Figure A.2 Reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg at a.) 3600 s and b.) 6300 s. 
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Gilmore/Straka/Rasmussen version of the LFO scheme 
Using the Gilmore/Straka/Rasmussen version of the LFO scheme (Gilmore et al. 
2004) yielded slightly different results than the CM1 model run using the Morrison 
scheme.  A supercellular-type storm is created (Fig. A.3), but not on the same magnitude 
as with the Morrison scheme (the LFO scheme does not support radar reflectivity, so rain 
water mixing ratio was used for comparison). 
 
Figure A.3 Reflectivity overlaid on the MLCAPE475 difference field in J/kg at 5400 s. 
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Appendix B RAP Model Analyses 
Potential Vorticity Signatures 19 and 29 May 2013 
Unlike the RUC analyses performed on the Joplin supercell and Midwest QLCS 
cases, potential vorticity is not significantly generated by the supercell on 19 May 2013 
or the squall line on 29 May 2013 (RAP analyses).  A slight increase is observed after 
convection initiation, but not on a magnitude nearly as great as that of the RUC analyses 
(Fig. B.1).  The signatures also do not persist well after the storms have dissipated. 
        
 
Figure B.1 PV (PVU) for 19 May 2013 at a.) 21 UTC (supercells initiated) and b.) 03 
UTC (supercells dissipated) as well as for 29 May 2013 at c.) 21 UTC (squall line 




SBCAPE Signatures 19 and 29 May 2013 
For both the 19 and 29 May 2013 cases, SBCAPE is somewhat diminished in the 
RAP analyses data in the immediate wake of the supercells and squall line.  The 
SBCAPE fields quickly recover, however, back to values greater than 2000 J/kg in some 
cases.  This acts to support the hypothesis that intense organized convection does not 
have much of an effect on the atmosphere outside of the associated cold pools, and 
favorable large-scale flow will act to advect favorable air back into the areas previously 
occupied by convection.
 
Figure B.2 SBCAPE for 19 May 2013 at a.) 21 UTC (supercells initiated) and b.) 03 
UTC (supercells dissipated) as well as for 29 May 2013 at c.) 21 UTC (squall line 
initiated) and d.) 03 UTC (squall line dissipated). 
a.) b.) 
c.) d.) 
